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Abstract:

The main objective of the present study was to investigate the effectiveness of
Interactive Multimedia Program on learning in English grammar among secondary school
students in relation to learning styles. The present study was experimental in nature and
two groups randomized Pre-test Post-test design was used. The study was conducted on
the final sample N=352. 2×4 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was used to interpret the
results. The results of the study revealed that the mean gain scores of learning in English
grammar of the group taught through Interactive Multimedia Program was higher than
the group taught trough Conventional Mode of Instructions. In the present study further it
was found that students with different learning styles i.e. Converging, Diverging,
Assimilating and Accommodating differ significantly on learning in English grammar. The
students with accommodating learning style learn English grammar better than others
(Converging, Diverging and Assimilating). Further there was a significant interactional
effect of instructional strategies and learning styles on learning in English grammar ofsecondary school students.
Key Words: Interactive Multimedia Program, Learning, Learning Styles, EnglishGrammar & Secondary School Students
Introduction:In the present scenario we cannot talk about high quality learning environment,when we talk about the use of paper, pencil and books. If we want to create high qualitylearning environment we have to include "interactive multimedia" in it. In today'sinformation and communication technology (ICT) age, interactive multimedia has thepotential to create high quality learning environment for everyone. The key elements ofinteractive multimedia and user's control over the delivery of information andinteractivity can be used to enhance the learning process through creating integratedlearning environment. When something is explained, we can combine the explanationwith illustrative examples, we can give feedback to the online assignments and the usercan be provided with opportunities to practice and experiment. A range of interactivemultimedia elements can be used to convey a given message and the user can study at atime and place convenient to them, taking time as long or as little they need (Cairncrossand Mannion, 2001). The most challenging in instructing technical training or any otherdiscipline, is to meet the needs of a variety of students. As Kolb (1981) discovered,learners use different learning styles in their learning process. Learning is the processwhereby knowledge is created through the transformation of experience. Knowledgeresults the combination of grasping experience and transforming it. Learning theorygiven by Kolb sets out four distinct learning styles or preferences, viz. converging,diverging, assimilating and accommodating which are based on a four-stage learningcycle (Kolb, 1984).
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It would be helpful for educators and curriculum developers to know whether aspecific learning style will benefit or be hindered by computer-based learning systems.One way to reach many students individually and effectively is by using multimediatraining and instructional systems such as interactive multimedia. It is reported byGallagher (2010) that student’s performance improves when learning styles are takeninto consideration. It also contributes to the effects of interactive multimedia onlearning and extends the longitudinal theoretical base of evidence on its effectiveness.Further results of studies by Shiang (2012), Zeynel and Kaya (2013), Unal (2014),Herman (2015) and Kuo-Kuang, Peng-Wei and Chung-Ho (2015) showed that learningstyles can be considered as good predictors of learning of the students. Based on thetheoretical explanations on interactive multimedia program and learning styles andfindings of previous studies, it is therefore aimed to find out the effectiveness ofinteractive multimedia program on learning of students in relation to their learningstyles.
Interactive Multimedia:Interactive multimedia has been called a "hybrid technology." InteractiveMultimedia is the package of material that includes some combination of texts, graphics,still images, animations, video and audio. In the Interactive Multimedia the material ispackaged, integrated and linked together in some way that offers users the ability tobrowse, navigate and analyse these materials through various searching and indexingfeatures as well as the capacity to annotate or personalize these materials. Interactivemultimedia is always "reader-centred." In interactive multimedia, the reader controlsthe experience of reading the material by being able to select among multiple choices,choosing unique paths and sequences through the materials. One of the key features ofinteractive multimedia is the ability to navigate through material in whatever ways aremost meaningful for individual users (Bass, 1994).
LearningLearning occupies a very important place in human life. It is a cognitive processof acquiring knowledge or skill. It is a lifelong process. Learning is the acquisition ofhabits, knowledge and attitudes. It involves new ways of doing things and it operates inan individual’s attempt to overcome obstacles or to adjust to new situations. Itrepresents progressive change in behaviour.  It enables to satisfy interests to attaingoals (Crow and Crow, 1973). In the present study learning is considered asachievement in English grammar.
Learning StylesThe way a person prefers to learn is called his/her learning style. It is a set offactors, behaviours and attitudes that facilitates learning for a student in a givensituation (Reiff, 1992). There is no right or wrong/good or bad learning style. It haseverything to do with the way a person's brain works to learn and store informationefficiently. This approach to learning emphasizes the fact that an individual perceiveand process information in very different ways. Kolb's learning theory (1974) sets outfour distinct learning styles, which are Converging, Diverging, Accommodating andAssimilating.Here is the brief description of four Kolb's learning styles:
 Diverging (Feeling and Watching - CE/RO): These people are able to look atthings from different perspectives. They are sensitive. They prefer to watchrather than do, tending to gather information and use imagination to solveproblems. They are best at viewing concrete situations at several differentviewpoints. Kolb called this style 'diverging' because these people perform better
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in situations that require ideas-generation, for example, brainstorming. Peoplewith a diverging learning style have broad cultural interests and like to gatherinformation.
 Assimilating (Watching and Thinking - AC/RO): The Assimilating learningpreference is for a concise, logical approach. Ideas and concepts are moreimportant than people. These people require good clear explanation rather thanpractical opportunity. They excel at understanding wide-ranging informationand organizing it in a clear logical format. People with an assimilating learningstyle are less focused on people and more interested in ideas and abstractconcepts. People with this style are more attracted to logically sound theoriesthan approaches based on practical value.
 Converging (Doing and Thinking - AC/AE): People with a converging learningstyle can solve problems and will use their learning to find solutions to practicalissues. They prefer technical tasks and are less concerned with people andinterpersonal aspects. People with a converging learning style are best at findingpractical uses for ideas and theories. They can solve problems and makedecisions by finding solutions to questions and problems.
 Accommodating (Doing and Feeling - CE/AE): The Accommodating learningstyle is 'hands-on', and relies on intuition rather than logic. These people useother people's analysis and prefer to take a practical, experiential approach.They are attracted to new challenges and experiences and to carrying out plans.

Review of Related Literature:
Studies Related to Interactive Multimedia and Learning:Sharma (2013) studied the role of interactive multimedia for enhancingstudent's achievement and retention and found that achievement and retention inEnglish of the group taught through interactive multimedia is significantly higher thanthe group taught through conventional method of teaching.Sasikala (2014) studied effectiveness of interactive multimedia based learningfor teaching zoology at higher secondary level and found that the students taughtthrough interactive multimedia based learning have greater achievement than thestudents taught through traditional method of teaching.Zacal (2014) studied the effect of interactive multimedia teaching to theachievement of junior high school students in trigonometry and found that interactivemultimedia instructions led to higher improvement of teaching trigonometry than theconventional method adopted by the control group.Bannon (2015) studied interactive multimedia texts increase achievement ofpre-service teachers and found that a significant difference in the achievement ofstudents who received instructions through the use of the interactive multi-touch text-book versus those who received lecture instructions.
Studies Related to Learning Styles and Learning:Tight (2010) investigated perceptual learning style matching and secondLanguage (L2) vocabulary acquisition. Findings indicated that learners of different stylepreferences are equally successful at L2 vocabulary acquisition and that instructionsthrough multiple modalities may be even more beneficial than matching individualpreferences.Abidin, Rezaee, Abdullah, Kaur and Singh (2011) in their study on learning stylesand overall academic achievement in a specific educational system revealed that thereexists a significant relationship between overall academic achievement and learningstyles.
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Chermahini, Ghanbari and Talab (2013) studied learning styles and academicperformance of students in English as a second-language class in Iran and found thatlearning styles can be considered as a good predictor of any second language academicperformance and it should be taken into account to enhance the student's performancesspecifically in learning and teaching the second language and also showed thatindividual differences in learning styles play an important role in this domain.Unal (2014) analysed the effect of learning styles and study habits of distancelearners on learning performances: a case of an introductory programming course.Results revealed that significant relationship exists between learning styles, studyhabits, and learning performances of the students.
Operational Definitions:
Interactive Multimedia Program (IMP):In the present study Interactive Multimedia Program is considered as a packageof materials that includes some combination of texts, graphics, still images, animation,video, and audio. The material is packaged, integrated, and linked together in someways that offer to user the ability to browse, navigate and analyse these materialsthrough various searching and indexing features, as well as the capacity to annotate orpersonalize these materials. A Compact Disc (CD) was prepared by investigator inHyper Text Mark-up Language (HTML) on the selected topics of English Grammar bycreating above said features to conduct the experiment. The program prepared byinvestigator is totally "reader-centred." In the present study Interactive MultimediaProgram is abbreviated as IMP.
Conventional Mode of Instructions (CMI):In Conventional Mode of Instructions, the investigator taught the students innormal class room with the help of Black Board. No specific teaching aid was used bythe investigator in the class. The investigator used inductive method of teachinggrammar to teach the selected topics of English grammar and little attention was paid toeagerness, curiosity and capabilities of students. In the present study, ConventionalMode of Instructions is abbreviated as CMI.
Learning:Learning is operationally defined as what a student is expected to know,understand or be able to demonstrate at the end of the experimental treatment. In thepresent study, learning means the same as achievement in English grammar. It wasmeasured immediately after the completion of experiment through the mean gainscores (Post -test Scores - Pre-test Scores) obtained on the achievement test preparedby the investigator.
Learning Styles:The way a person prefers to learn is called his/her learning style. This approachto learning emphasizes the fact that individuals perceive and process information invery different ways. Here learning style of students was measured by Kolb's LearningStyle Inventory (2007) as Converging, Diverging, Assimilating and Accommodating.
Objectives of the Study:The study was carried out with the following objectives:
 To develop and validate Interactive Multimedia Program on selected topics ofEnglish grammar for secondary school students.
 To construct and validate the unit tests on the selected topics of Englishgrammar for formative evaluation of the students taught through InteractiveMultimedia Program.
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 To construct and validate the test of achievement on the selected topics ofEnglish grammar to assess the learning of secondary school students.
 To compare the learning in English grammar of secondary school studentstaught through Interactive Multimedia Program and Conventional Mode ofInstructions.
 To compare the learning in English grammar of secondary school students withdifferent Learning Styles.
 To investigate the interactional effect of Instructional Strategies and LearningStyles on learning in English grammar of secondary school students.

Hypotheses:The study was carried out to test the following hypotheses:
H01: There exists no significant difference in the mean gain scores of learning in Englishgrammar of the groups taught through Interactive Multimedia Program andConventional Mode of Instructions.
H02: There exists no significant difference in the mean gain scores of learning in Englishgrammar of secondary school students with different Learning Styles.
H03: There exists no significant interactional effect of Instructional Strategies andLearning Styles on learning in English grammar of secondary school students.
Delimitations of the Study:The present study was delimited to the following areas:
 The study was delimited to Moga District of Punjab
 Population of the present study was delimited to learners studying in fourGovernment Senior Secondary Schools of Moga District of Punjab.
 The present study was delimited to 400 students only.
 Study was restricted to IX class students only.
 Study was restricted to twelve topics of English Grammar from the syllabus ofPunjab School Education Board, Mohali (PSEB) only.

Method:Keeping in view the nature of the study, the experimental method of researchwas used in the present study.
Design:In the present study two groups randomized Pre-test - Post-test design was used.
Sample:The sample was selected randomly from four Government senior secondaryschools of Moga district of Punjab. The study was conducted on 400 students of IX class.
Tools Used:In the present study the following tools were used to collect the data:
 Interactive Multimedia Program on selected topics of English grammar for IXclass was developed and validated by the investigator.
 An achievement test in English grammar for IX class was developed andvalidated by the investigator to check the learning of the students before andafter the treatment.
 Unit tests were developed and validated by the investigator for the purpose offormative evaluation.
 Learning Style Inventory (2007) by Kolb.
 Group Test of Intelligence (2012) by Ahuja for the formation of two equivalentgroups.

Procedure: The study was conducted in five phases as given below:
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Phase-I: In this phase the investigator developed the Interactive Multimedia Program,Unit Tests and Achievement Test.
Phase-II: In this phase the investigator formed two identical groups (experimental andcontrol group) on the basis of intelligence. The experimental group was taught throughInteractive Multimedia Program and control group was taught through ConventionalMode of Instructions. After the formation of two identical groups, Kolb's learning styleinventory was administered on both the groups and students were classified into fourlearning styles viz. Converging, Diverging, Accommodating and Assimilating. When theinvestigator matched both the groups in terms of equal learning styles, each groupcomprised 44 students of each learning style viz. Converging, Diverging,Accommodating and Assimilating. 48 students from both the groups were eliminatedand the final sample comprised of 352 students. So, the experiment was conducted onfinal sample of (N=352).
Phase-III: In this phase the achievement test prepared by investigator administered onboth the groups (experimental and control group) as Pre-Test.
Phase-IV: In this phase the investigator conducts the experiment. Investigator taughtboth the groups by himself. Experimental group was taught through InteractiveMultimedia Program and Control group was taught through Conventional Mode ofInstructions.
Phase-V: In this phase the investigator administered the achievement test on both thegroups (experimental and control group) as Post-Test.
Statistical Techniques Used:In the present study the following statistical techniques were used to analyse the data:
 Descriptive statistics such as Mean, Median, Standard Deviation, Skewness andKurtosis were used to check the nature of data.
 t-test was employed to estimate the significance of difference in mean gainscores of learning in English grammar of the groups taught through InteractiveMultimedia Program and Conventional Mode of Instructions.
 One way Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was employed to test the significance ofdifference in mean gain scores of learning in English grammar of secondaryschool students with different Learning Styles.
 2×4 Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) was employed to ascertain the significance ofdifference in mean gain scores of learning in English grammar of the groupstaught through Interactive Multimedia Program and Conventional Mode ofInstructions due to interaction between different Learning Styles (Converging,Diverging, Accommodating and Assimilating).

Analysis and Interpretation:The results of the present study are elucidated as below:
(a) Significance of Difference in Learning of English grammar of the Groups taught
through Interactive Multimedia Program and Conventional Mode of Instructions:For testing the significance of difference in learning of English grammar of thegroups taught through Interactive Multimedia Program and Conventional Mode ofInstructions, t-test was employed on gain scores (= Post-test scores - Pre-test scores).The value of ‘t’ has been placed in the table no. I.Table I: Significance of Difference in Mean Gain Scores of Learning in English Grammarof the Groups taught through Interactive Multimedia Program and Conventional Modeof Instructions (N=352)

Groups N Mean SD SEM SED t-ratio
Experimental Group 176 18.92 4.44 0.33 0.50 13.44**
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Control Group 176 12.20 4.91 0.37Table No. I reveal that the value of ‘t’ is 13.44, which is significant at 0.01 level ofsignificance. It indicates that there exists a significant difference in mean gain scores oflearning in English grammar between the groups taught through Interactive MultimediaProgram and Conventional Mode of Instructions.Therefore H01 stating "There exists no significant difference in the mean gainscores of learning in English grammar of the groups taught through InteractiveMultimedia Program and Conventional Mode of Instructions" stands rejected.Further as the mean gain scores of the group taught through InteractiveMultimedia Program was found to be significantly higher than that of the group taughtthrough Conventional Mode of Instructions. It may also be concluded that the learningin English grammar of the group taught through Interactive Multimedia Program ishigher than that the group taught through Conventional Mode of Instructions.
(b) Significance of Difference in Learning of English grammar of the Secondary
School Students with different Learning Styles:For testing the significance of difference in learning of English grammar of thesecondary school students with different Learning Styles i.e. Converger, Diverger,Accommodator and Assimilator (=4 Styles),  One-way ANOVA was employed on gainscores (= Post-test scores - Pre-test scores). The summary of One-way ANOVA has beendepicted in the table no. II.Table II: Summary of One-way ANOVA on Mean Gain Scores of Learning in EnglishGrammar of the Secondary School Students with different Learning Styles (N=352)

Source of Variation SS df MSS F-value
Between Groups 305.37 3 101.79 3.12*Within groups 11345.38 348 32.60

Total 11650.75 351Table II depicts the F-value after comparing mean gain scores of learning inEnglish grammar of the secondary school students with different Learning Styles i.e.Converger, Diverger, Accommodator and Assimilator (=4 styles). The value of F is 3.12,which is significant at 0.05 level of significance. This indicates that the gain scores oflearning in English grammar of secondary school students with different LearningStyles i.e. Converger, Diverger, Accommodator and Assimilator differ significantly.Therefore H0 2 stating "There exists no significant difference in the mean gainscores of learning in English grammar of secondary school students with differentLearning Styles" stands rejected.In order to find which learning style is more effective in learning of Englishgrammar, the results of  F-test were verified by t-test. The values of t-ratios for differentlearning styles have been placed in the table no. III.Table III: t-ratios for Different Combinations of Learning Styles on Learning in EnglishGrammar of Secondary School Students (N=352)
Variables

Converger
N           Mean SD

88         16.22         6.24

Diverger
N         Mean SD

88       14.42         5.80

Accommodator
N            Mean SD
88           16.30           5.58

Assimilator
N Mean SD
88          15.31           5.27

Converger
N           Mean            SD
88          16.22 6.24

- 2.08* 0.09 1.05
Diverger

N           Mean           SD
88          14.42 5.80

- - 2.17* 1.03
Accommodator

N         Mean           SD
88         16.30 5.58

- - - 1.14
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Assimilator
N           Mean SD

88           15.31         5.27
- - - -Table III shows that

 The gain in learning of English grammar of the secondary school students withconverging learning style is significantly higher than the diverging learning style(t=2.08).
 The gain in learning of English grammar of the secondary school students withaccommodating learning style is significantly higher than the diverging learningstyle (t=2.17).
 However no significant difference exists between gain in learning of Englishgrammar of the students with converging and accommodating learning style(t=0.09); converging and assimilating learning style (t=1.05); diverging andassimilating learning style (t=1.03) and accommodating and assimilatinglearning styles (t=1.14).Again as the mean gain score of secondary school students with accommodatinglearning style is highest on the variable of learning in English grammar followed by thestudents with converging style, whereas the students with divergent learning stylescored least in learning in English grammar.

(c) Significance of Difference in Learning of English grammar of the Groups taught
through Interactive Multimedia Program and Conventional Mode of Instructions
due to interaction with different Learning Styles:To find out the significance of difference in the mean gain scores of learning inEnglish grammar of the groups taught through Interactive Multimedia Program andConventional Mode of Instructions (= 2 groups) due to interaction between differentLearning Styles i.e. Converger, Diverger, Accommodator and Assimilator (=4 styles, 2×4Analysis of Variance was employed on gain scores (= Post-test scores - Pre-test scores).The summary of 2×4 Analysis of Variance has been presented in table no. IV.Table IV: Summary of 2×4 Analysis of Variance on Mean Gain Scores of Learning inEnglish Grammar of the Groups taught through Interactive Multimedia Program andConventional Mode of Instructions due to Interaction between Learning Styles (N=352)

Source of Variance SS df MS F-Value

M
ai

n
Ef

fe
ct

s Instructional Strategies (A) 3975.82 1 3975.82 192.01**
Learning Styles (B) 205.37 3 68.46 3.31*

Fi
rs

t
O

rd
er

In
te

ra
ct

io
n Instructional Strategies ×

Learning Styles (A×B) 346.76 3 115.59 5.58**
Within Group (Error) 7122.80 344 20.71

Total 11650.75 351
Interpretation:
Main Effect:
Main Effect A: Main Effect of Instructional Strategies on Learning in English
Grammar of Secondary School Students (N=352)Table IV reveals that F-ratio for the difference in mean gain scores of learning inEnglish grammar of the groups taught through Interactive Multimedia Program andConventional Mode of Instructions is 192.01, which is significant at 0.01 level. Thisindicates that the groups taught through Interactive Multimedia Program and
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Conventional Mode of Instructions differs significantly on the variable of learning inEnglish grammar.These results are in tune with the results as indicated in the table no. Iconfirming the rejection of H01 stating ‘There exists no significant difference in themean gain scores of learning in English grammar of the groups taught throughInteractive Multimedia Program and Conventional Mode of Instructions.
Main Effect B: Main Effect of Learning Styles on Learning in English Grammar of
the Secondary School Students (N=352)Table IV reveals that F-ratio for the difference in mean gain scores of learning inEnglish grammar of secondary school students with different learning styles i.e.Convergent, Divergent, Accommodator and Assimilator is 3.31, which is significant at0.05 level. This indicates that the secondary school students with different learningstyles i.e. Convergent, Divergent, Accommodator and Assimilator learning styles differsignificantly on the variable of learning in English grammar.These results are in tune with the results as indicated in the table nos. II & IIIconfirming the rejection of H02 stating "There exists no significant difference in themean gain scores of learning in English grammar of secondary school students withdifferent Learning Styles".
First Order Interactions:
Interactional Effect (A×B):
First order Interactional Effect of Instructional Strategies and Learning Styles on
Learning in English Grammar of Secondary School Students (N=352)Table IV reveals that F-ratio for the difference in mean gain scores of learning inEnglish grammar of secondary school students due to interaction between InstructionalStrategies (Interactive Multimedia Program and Conventional Mode of Instructions) andLearning Styles (Convergent, Divergent, Accommodator and Assimilator) is 5.58 whichis significant at 0.01 level. This reveals that there exists a significant interactional effectof Instructional Strategies and Learning Styles on learning in English grammar ofsecondary school students.Therefore H04 stating "There exists no significant interactional effect ofInstructional Strategies and Learning Styles on learning in English grammar ofsecondary school students" stands rejected.In order to probe deeper, the results of F-test were verified through t-test. The t-ratios for different combinations of Instructional Strategies (Interactive MultimediaProgram and Conventional Mode of Instructions) and Learning Styles (Convergent,Divergent, Accommodator and Assimilator) on mean gain scores of learning in Englishgrammar have been depicted in the table no. V.Table V: t-ratios for Different Combinations of Instructional Strategies and LearningStyles on Learning in English Grammar

Instructional
Strategies

(A)
Interactive Multimedia

Program (A1)
Conventional Mode of

Instructions (A2)

Learning
Styles

(B)

Converger
(B1)

Diverger
(B2)

Accommodator
(B3)

Assimilator
(B4)

Converger
(B1)

Diverger
(B2)

Accommodator
(B3)

Assimilator
(B4)

Combination
of Pairs

Mean=20.38
SD=2.18

N=48

Mean=17.25
SD=4.02

N=48

Mean=19.21
SD=5.23

N=48

Mean=19.00
SD=3.95

N=48

Mean=12.83
SD=5.04

N=48

Mean=12.21
SD=4.05

N=48

Mean=12.42
SD=5.22

N=48

Mean=10.33
SD=4.12

N=48
A1B1 - 3.34** 1.01 1.49 6.73** 8.69** 6.90** 10.54**
A1B2 - - 1.45 1.52 3.36** 4.32** 3.59** 5.88**
A1B3 - - - 0.16 4.30** 5.18** 4.50** 6.53**
A1B4 - - - - 4.72** 5.88** 4.93** 7.44**
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A2B1 - - - - - 0.47 0.28 1.88
A2B2 - - - - - - 0.15 1.59
A2B3 - - - - - - - 1.54
A2B4 - - - - - - - -**Significant at 0.01 level of significance*Significant at 0.05 level significanceTable V shows that
 The learning in English grammar of the students with converging learning styletaught through Interactive Multimedia Program is better than the same taughtthrough Conventional Mode of Instructions in all the four learning styles viz.converging (t=6.73), diverging (t=8.69), accommodating (t=6.90) andassimilating (t=10.54).
 The learning in English grammar of the students with diverging learning styletaught through Interactive Multimedia Program is better than the same taughtthrough Conventional Mode of Instructions in all the four learning styles viz.converging (t=3.36), diverging (t=4.32), accommodating (t=3.59) andassimilating (t=5.88).
 The learning in English grammar of the students with accommodating learningstyle taught through Interactive Multimedia Program is better than the sametaught through Conventional Mode of Instructions in all the four learning stylesviz. converging (t=4.30), diverging (t=5.18), accommodating (t=4.50) andassimilating (t=6.53).
 The learning in English grammar of the students with assimilating learning styletaught through Interactive Multimedia Program is better than the same taughtthrough Conventional Mode of Instructions in all the four learning styles viz.converging (t=4.72), diverging (t=5.88), accommodating (t=4.93) andassimilating (t=7.44).This indicates that the learning in English grammar of the students taughtthrough Interactive Multimedia Program is higher than that taught throughConventional Mode of Instructions with respect to style of learning.
 In case of learning in English grammar of the students taught through InteractiveMultimedia Program is concerned, converging style of learning is found to besignificantly better than diverging style (t=3.34). However no significantdifference was found in learning in English grammar of the students taughtthrough Interactive Multimedia Program amongst any style of learning.
 In case of learning in English grammar of the students taught throughConventional Mode of Instructions is concerned, no significant difference wasfound in learning in English grammar of the students amongst any style oflearning.

Findings:
In the present study, on the basis of interpretation of hypotheses the following
findings have been drawn:1. There exists a significant difference in the mean gain scores of learning in Englishgrammar between the groups taught through Interactive Multimedia Program andConventional Mode of Instructions. As the mean gain scores of the group taught throughInteractive Multimedia Program was found to be significantly higher than that the grouptaught through Conventional Mode of Instructions it may also be inferred that thelearning in English grammar of the group through Interactive Multimedia Program ishigher than that the group taught through Conventional Mode of Instructions.
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2. The gain scores of learning in English grammar of secondary school students withdifferent Learning Styles i.e. Converger, Diverger, Accommodator and Assimilator differsignificantly.
 The gain in learning of English grammar of the secondary school students withconverging learning style is significantly higher than the diverging learning style(t=2.08).
 The gain in learning of English grammar of the secondary school students withaccommodating learning style is significantly higher than the diverging learningstyle (t=2.17).
 However no significant difference exists between gain in learning of Englishgrammar of the students with converging and accommodating learning style(t=0.09); converging and assimilating learning style (t=1.09); diverging andassimilating learning style (t=1.03) and accommodating and assimilatinglearning styles (t=1.14).The mean gain score of secondary school students with accommodating learning style ishighest on the variable of learning in English grammar followed by the students withconvergent style whereas the students with divergent learning style scored least inlearning in English grammar.3. There exists a significant interactional effect of Instructional Strategies and LearningStyles on learning in English grammar of secondary school students.
 The learning in English grammar of the students with converging learning styletaught through Interactive Multimedia Program is better than the same taughtthrough Conventional Mode of Instructions in all the four learning styles viz.converging (t=6.73), diverging (t=8.69), accommodating (t=6.90) andassimilating (t=10.54).
 The learning in English grammar of the students with diverging learning styletaught through Interactive Multimedia Program is better than the same taughtthrough Conventional Mode of Instructions in all the four learning styles viz.converging (t=3.36), diverging (t=4.32), accommodating (t=3.59) andassimilating (t=5.88).
 The learning in English grammar of the students with accommodating learningstyle taught through Interactive Multimedia Program is better than the sametaught through Conventional Mode of Instructions in all the four learning stylesviz. converging (t=4.30), diverging (t=5.18), accommodating (t=4.50) andassimilating (t=6.53).
 The learning in English grammar of the students with assimilating learning styletaught through Interactive Multimedia Program is better than the same taughtthrough Conventional Mode of Instructions in all the four learning styles viz.converging (t=4.72), diverging (t=5.88), accommodating (t=4.93) andassimilating (t=7.44).This indicates that the learning in English grammar of the students taught throughInteractive Multimedia Program is higher than that taught through Conventional Modeof Instructions with respect to style of learning.
 In case of learning in English grammar of the students taught through InteractiveMultimedia Program is concerned, converging style of learning is found to besignificantly better than diverging style (t=3.34). However no significantdifference was found in learning in English grammar of the students taughtthrough Interactive Multimedia Program amongst any style of learning.
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 In case of learning in English grammar of the students taught throughConventional Mode of Instructions is concerned, no significant difference wasfound in learning in English grammar of the students amongst any style oflearning.
Discussion of Results:In the present study it was found that the learning in English grammar of thegroup taught through Interactive Multimedia Program is higher than the group taughttrough Conventional Mode of Instructions. The reason behind that InteractiveMultimedia learning is an active process; the participants are in control of their ownresponses and behaviours in the sense they can choose when and how to participate. Itis also a multisensory process. According to Edgar Dale's Cone of Experience studentslearn 10% of what they read, 20% of what they hear, 30% of what they see, 50% ofwhat they see and hear, 70% of what they say and write, 90% of what they do as theyperform a task. In Interactive Multimedia there is use of more than one sense andstudents directly interact with the program; that's why students learn and retainmaximum.Further the features of Interactive Multimedia like animations, sounds, graphics,navigational control, interactivity and knowledge of self learning creates keen interestof the students in the learning process. The present Interactive Multimedia Program istotally reader cantered and is available in off line mode in Compact Disc (CD). Thereader can use it anywhere. On the other hand in the Conventional Mode of Instructionsthere is only one way of interaction. In the traditional class room students can onlylisten to the teacher. So due to minimum use of senses and lack of interactivity thestudents learn less in traditional class room. These results are supported by the studiesconducted by Chang and Lehman (2002) and Sharma (2013) in the area of Englishdirectly supports the findings of the present study who found that InteractiveMultimedia helps in the learning of English among the students greater thanconventional mode of instructions.In the present study further it was found that students with different learningstyles i.e. Convergent, Divergent, Assimilator and Accommodator differ significantly onlearning in English grammar. The mean gain scores of secondary school students withaccommodating learning style is highest on the variable of learning in English grammarfollowed by the students with converging style whereas the students with divergentlearning style scores least in English grammar. The reason behind that every individualhas unique approach to learning based on strengths, weaknesses and preferences.Studies conducted by Tight (2010), Chermahini, Ghanbari and Talab (2013) andGokhan and Omer (2013) in the area of English directly supports the findings of thepresent study who were found that students with different learning styles remarkablydiffer in learning and retention in English.In the present study there exists significant interactional effect of InstructionalStrategies and learning styles on learning in English grammar of secondary schoolstudents. These results were supported by the study of Ranu and Aulakh (2012)examined the effect of web-based instructions on achievement in physics of eleventhgrade students in relation to learning styles and found that there was significantinteractional effect of instructional strategies and learning styles on achievement inphysics.
Conclusion:On the basis of major findings of the present study it is concluded that learning inEnglish grammar of the group taught through Interactive multimedia program was
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higher than the group taught trough conventional method of teaching. In the presentstudy further it was found that students with different learning styles i.e. Convergent,Divergent, Assimilator and Accommodator differ significantly on learning in Englishgrammar. The students with accommodator learning style learn English grammarhigher than the students with convergent, divergent and assimilator learning styles.Further there existed a significant interactional effect of instructional strategies andlearning styles on learning in English grammar of secondary school students.
Educational Implications:In the present study, students taught through Interactive Multimedia Programexhibited better gain in learning in English grammar as compared to students taughtthrough Conventional Mode of Instructions. Following are the educational implicationsof the present study:
 Interactive Multimedia Program instructional strategy should be utilized toenhance the quality of education at all school levels (Primary, Secondary andSenior Secondary).
 The centre/state Government should establish research and development wingsin which educators, project managers, subject experts, computer specialists andevaluators can be engaged in the develop Interactive multimedia Programs in allsubjects.
 The centre or state Government should provide in-service teacher trainingprograms to Government school teachers for the development and utilization ofInteractive Multimedia Programs in the class rooms.
 As the development of such packages involve huge investment of resources i.e.time, money, energy and technicality, the Government should setup specialdepartments or regional centres for development of Interactive MultimediaPrograms in the centre and state capitals so that each subject area can becovered. The software hubs should also be opened at the block levels in orderedto reduce the gap between urban-rural divisions.
 In the present study, there exists a significant interactional effect amonginstructional strategies and learning styles on the variable of learning in Englishgrammar. These results will give immense help to teachers, parents, guidanceworkers, curriculum developers in the development of novel methods ofteaching in English grammar as well as in other subjects also. During teachingthe teachers should keep in mind the learning styles of the students so that theycan achieve maximum and they should encourage learning according to theirown learning styles.
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